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I. Scheduled Departure

Th is oval frames them well, but they’re too small,
And shrink as we begin to roll away.
Th at metal rail on which the woman leans
And—to her husband’s left —the building’s edge
Impose a kind of geometric strength.
One sees, of course, the contrast—brick and steel
In rigid lines are set against the sag
Of fl esh and blood—this is conventional.
 Yet (there, we’re turning) still one’s gaze is drawn
To them. One strains to search the distant eyes
For tears; but suddenly the glass becomes
A mirror, as we turn on toward the sun,
And overlays them with a face that shows
Th e unexpected strength of love and guilt.

II. Iris

Your letter wakes an echo in my mind
As if you stood beside me, looking out—
It’s morning here, and the still-rising sun
Shines west to mark a squall with colored bands.
Th e rainbow’s arc of possibilities
Implies an unseen center for the base
Of that great cone of light whose vertex lies,
Likewise concealed, within the iris ring.
 My brother, if our eyes were now thus linked,
I still could never know the central point
Of all your possibilities; and yet
Like light’s, love’s axis points beyond the I
As if to turn us toward the rising sun
Who sets his seal upon both soul and storm.
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X. By Candlelight

A shadow moves within this bright fl ame’s heart
As something dark moves deep inside my love.
Th is morning, when I woke with you in bed,
I got up quietly, and gently pulled
Th e covers back. Your body lay stretched out,
Th e ankles crossed, the fi ne-veined hands at rest,
As if it were a breathing effi  gy.
I could have choked you in your trusting sleep.
 I didn’t; but I stood for quite a while
Deciding whether I should try to put
Th e covers back, slip on my thongs, and leave
To wash and shave without disturbing you,
Or innocently wake you with my kiss,
And ask where else the shadowed fl ame has burned.

XI. “Th e Mirror Game”

—I coined the phrase, and then was pleased to hear
You throw it back at me, when you’d told me
Th at you were scared of heights, and I’d revealed
Th at I can’t even sit in balconies.
We’ve played the game a lot by now, and know
We share a taste for T. S. Eliot,
Lapsang Souchong, and Carroll’s Wonderland,
And hate, with equal passion, yelping dogs.
 Yet now, I think, you’re hurt because you’ve learned
Th at all my games have rules, and one of these
Is “Always make the other side play fi rst;”
And I could never make you understand
Th e rule protects you from the twisted thing
Th at lurks enchained behind the looking glass.
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XII. Cocytus

Th e gap-toothed man there on the TV screen
Draws lines across his magic maps to show
Th e highs and lows and average temperatures
From Frostbite Falls to Lauderdale, and Maine
To Washington: he leaves me wondering
Where all the cold air comes from—off  the map,
I guess, far up in frozen northern woods,
A winter breeze begins to pick up speed
And races south to bring a wind-chill here
Of forty-fi ve below on naked skin.
 I don’t know where this other cold begins,
But I can almost hear, beyond the north,
Th e fl apping of six leathern wings that stir
Th is numbing wind that chills toward death our love.

XIII. Escape

I never meant to hurt this yielding fl esh,
Or so much spirit as it may contain,
But now some instinct tells me I must leave.
Th ough it has brought me gift s I don’t deserve
And tried to shape itself to suit my whims,
Th is romance holds no more appeal for me.
I feel as though I’ve tripped a spring that clamps
My fl esh between sharp iron jaws of love.
 When I was young, my brother Dan and I
Set traps along our creek and in the woods
Behind our house; and I remember how
Some animals we snared escaped from us;
But I’m afraid to pay for freedom with
Th e severed tendons of my leg—or heart.




